
Teleprotection is a crucial operation and maintenance tool 
for a reliable and safe electric grid

Protection System is a key technology that allows you to disconnect faulty parts from 

the rest of the network; necessary and essential operation to keep running the 

powerline with a proper performance and avoid damages. 

Teleprotection: why is so important?

When a fault occurs, you have 50 ms to respond, so your protection system requires to 

be prepared to fast response, reliable and efficient fault clearing.

SGRwin brings you Teleprotection management feature enabling you to have a 

comprehensive view of the health of your teleprotection devices and their 

performance, to detect failures, isolate them, download advanced reports, as well as, 

customise your teleprotection dashboard, among other features.

Our NMS allows you to keep running your services isolating and troubleshooting faults 

avoiding outages and possible damages caused by events in your network.
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Manage your network whilst 
ensuring your Teleprotection 
System performance



Innovative NMS that allows you to manage
your network’s protection system

Customised dashboards

SGRwin enables you to customise your Dashboard meeting your 

needs and requirements for a proper Teleprotection Management 

within your network. Thereby, Teleprotection dashboards help you to 

assure teleprotection system is ready to use it if needed.

Node alarm viewer & affected circuits viewer

Localise easily and rapidly affected circuits by alarm, so you will be 

able to respond quickly at an early stage.

SGRwin enables you to visualise nodes, teleprotection’s equipment, as 

well as, circuit alarms.

Specific event viewer

SGRwin enables you to customise your event viewer by adding 

different parameters in order to classify properly the Teleprotection 

network events.

Customised maps

Graphical representation of your network including teleprotection 

equipment.

Topology Map & Service Layout

Get a complete topology map of your network, as well as, organise 

the network elements by hierarchical layers enabling this way drill 

deeper and analyse your NEs and protection equipment.

Teleprotection equipment statistics

Discover how is performing your teleprotection equipment, elements 

connected, failures appeared, time response, etc.

Reports

SGRwin brings you graphical reports, advanced multi-dimension 

reports, customised reports, all available for export in different 

formats.
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